whole house
filtration
systems
Whole house BIG BLUE
filtration systems are ideal
for protecting the whole
house by filtering our various
containments that might
be in your water.

What is a whole house BIG BLUE filtration system?
The whole house BIG BLUE filtration system is a P.O.E (Point of entry) system that will filter various problems and
containments that might be causing issues for your household and water..
The system can come customized in 2 different sizes 10” and 20 “ BIG BLUE housing and you have a choice of 1, 2 or
3 stages of filtration depending on your problems.
The system is ideal for the whole house or industrial applications.
The BIG BLUE housing can be wall mounted with brackets or fabricated in a solid stainless steel frame.
The BIG BLUE system is ideal to filter municipal water, borehole water or river or dam water.
The system will remove various things from your water depending on how many stages you decide on and what issues
you facing with your water

Filtered Clean Water
Tired of white sediment in your water?
Not happy with tasting chemicals like chlorine in the water out
of you every tap?
Has your water got rust in and tastes metallic?
These are all problems that the BIG BLUE whole house system
can help you out with!
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Stages of the units:
1st Stage: Sediment filter 10"/20”
The sediment filter removes large particles from the water that are visible to the human eye. These particles can
include mud, rust, dirt, floating particles and any other large particles that may be in you your pre filtered water.
2nd Stage: Granular activated carbon filter (GAC) 10"/20”
The second stage is the granular activated carbon water filter; this filter will remove any chlorine or organic molecules
(Which can cause bad taste and smells) that may be present in the water.
3rd Stage: Activated Carbon block with 5 micron filter 10”/20”
This filter is a block of carbon that is the next line of defence for any chlorine or organic molecules which have got
through the second stage. It also has a 5 micron filter which is there to catch any carbon that might have broken off
the 2nd and 3rd stages.

Various filter cartridges are available for various applications; please let us know what problems you are facing so we
can put forward the best solution possible.

Applications:
Whole house filtration systems
Industrial applications for filtration
Borehole water pre treatment
Pool water systems
Garden Systems
Emergency water systems
Waste water systems

Benefits:
Chemicals and bacteria removed from whole house water supply
Reduces damage and staining caused over time to plumbing, pipes, basins, toilets sinks, washing machine,
dishwasher
Saving you money
Cost effective
Health benefits – reduces chemicals vapours during showering, cooking etc.

Products:
10 “ Housing
20 “ Housing
Single units
Double Units
Trip Units
Brackets
Range of filter cartridges
Stainless steel framed units
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